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LEAD COMMISSIONER: 

James H. Bilbray 

ACCOMPANYING COMMISSIONER: 

None. 

COMMISSION STAFF: 

Lester C. Farrington 

LIST OF ATTENDEES: 

RADM Annette Brown-Commander, Navy Region Southeast, Jacksonville, FL 
CAPT Jeff Gemand-Commanding Officer, Naval Ordnance Test Unit (NOTU) 
CDR Davis-Executive Ofijcer, NOTU 
Dr. Sidney Beck-Chief Engineer, NOTU 
Lilllian Bertsch-Public Affairs Officer, NOTU 
Jim Howard-Director, Plans & Programs Div., Strategic Systems Programs, Wash., DC 
Joe Graf-Strategic Systems Programs (SP2016) 
D.W.Nelms-Defense Coordinator for the Executive Office of Gov. Jeb Bush 
J.B.KumpDistrict Director for Rep. Dave Weldon 
Douglas Mercer-Director, Infrastructure Assessment, Navy Region SE, Jacksonville 

BASE'S PRESENT MISSIOJ: 

NOTU's mission is to support missile tests, deployed systems, surface ships and 
submarine operations at Cape Canaveral as well as TRIDENT I1 flight tests at other 
major ranges and test facilities. 

DCN: 5874



SECRETARY OF DEFENSE RECOMMENDATION: 

Realign Patrick Air Force Base, Cape Canaveral, FL, by relocating Nuclear Test and 
Evaluation at the Naval Ordinance Test Unit to Strategic Weapons Facility Atlantic, 
Kings Bay, GA. 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE JUSTIFICATION: 

This recommendation realigns the stand-alone east coast facility working in full-scale 
nuclear test and evaluation a.t Cape Canaveral into a fully supported Navy nuclear 
operational site at Kings Bay to gain synergy in security (Anti-Terrorism Force 
Protection-ATFP), fleet operational support and mission support infrastructure. Recent 
changes in ATFP requirements, the recent establishment of the Western Test Range in the 
Pacific, and the programmatic decision to no longer require land based (pad) launches at 
Cape Canaveral all lead to the realignmenthelocation of this function to Kings Bay. 

MAIN FACILITIES REVIEWED: 

Major facilities toured at the: Naval Ordnance Test Unit-Systems Evaluation and Test 
Area (Complex 30);Test Operations (T0F);Guidance and Test Bldg; Hangars for 
equipment storage, cable repair and equipment checkout; Mechanical and Support 
Equipment Bldg (AQ), Impact Locating System for Re-entry Vehicles (AP); pier and 
berthing facilities. 

KEY ISSUES IDENTIFIED 

The impact on military value by having to recreate a test and evaluation capability 
at Kings Bay that already exists at NOTU. 
Increased cost of submarine transit time fkom Kings Bay to NOTU that has not 
been captured by Navy. 
Decision made in 2/05 to allow 180 contractors currently off base to relocate on 
base. Issue is what the additional cost impact will have on relocation cost, 
whether or not factored in COBRA. With this change, total personnel affected by 
the relocation would be 757. 
Ability of Kings Bay to attract and hire qualified people, particularly engineers. 



INSTALLATION CONCERNS RAISED 

Four core functions (unique capabilities) are performed at NOTU only and not at Kings 
Bay 

1. TRIDENT I1 missile: flight testing. 
2. D-5 missile capability development and modifications through the integrated test 

capability. 
3.  Navigation subsysteim capability development and modifications. 
4. Missile support equipment acceptance, design, logistics and troubleshooting. 

Kings Bay focus is on tacticial fleet support and the NOTU flight test mission will be 
significant added responsibility. 

DASO testing execution will1 be a challenge in phasing the relocation to Kings Bay. D-5 
missile testing needs in FY21005-2011 are significant. At Kings Bay all capabilities at 
NOTU will have to be replicated at Kings Bay since they do not have a test and 
evaluation mission. 

Officials acknowledged that some submarine transit cost would be required when 
operations are established at Kings Bay; however, the increased transit time and cost has 
not been captured. Teams vvould have to be sent to NOTU for missile firings and test 
operations. The life of the 11-5 missile has been extended to 2042. At Kings Bay 
missiles are assembled but not tested. NOTU uses the WATERS dedicated test ship for 
test operations; if NOTU is relocated the WATERS would move also. 

A challenge exists in "the lack of brain power" in the Kings Bay area. NOTU has not 
done a survey of people who would and would not move. Such a survey won't be done 
until after a final decision is made on the DOD recommendation. 

Concern raised that COBRA should capture demolition cost and contractor relocation 
cost. 

COMMUNITY CONCERNS RAISED: 

If relocated to Kings Ray, NOTU military operations will be degraded and 
significantly more costly due to the vast increase in transit time from pier to test 
sites on the Eastern ]Range Complex, and a loss of synergy with testlrange safety 
personnel resident at PatricWCape Canaveral. 
The demonstration and shakedown operation (DASO) is crucial to conveying 
requirements, complexities, and nuances to key decision makers, appropriators 
and U.S. allies. Doulbling transit time to test firing sites will make the DASO 
mission extremely difficult, if not totally non-feasible. Also because of increased 
transit time, recovery to pier side for missile adjustment, and injured personnel 
offloadlsystem emergencies will be hazardous. 



ATFP considerations are crucial to operations worldwide. Moving the testing 
mission to Kings Ba:y will be subjected to significantly greater threat potential 
than in its current location. Transit to dive point at Kings Bay requires a 2 and 
one half hour transit down a river where terrorist or saboteurs have a greater threat 
potential than in its current location. Current operations require a 15 minute 
transit to open water; landscape is open, providing little cover for terrorist 
operations. 
Required additional lconstruction could drive COBRA ROI beyond the normally 
accepted 7 year payback standard. Building new infrastructure at Kings Bay has 
the potential to creat'e adverse environmental impacts. Lack of sufficient housing, 
infrastructure, and community support facilities in Kings Bay create an untenable 
situation for military, civilian and contractor personnel. Cost of moving 320 
civilian contractors was not included in COBRA. 

Preliminary analysis by the community indicates that NOTU should remain at Cape 
Canaveral Air Station where synergies and operational effectiveness currently exist to 
support critical test mission accomplishment. 

REOUESTS FOR STAFF AS A RESULT OF VISIT: 

1. Side-by-side comparison of hnctions accomplished at NOTU & Kings Bay. 
2. Documentation on the 2/05 decision to move 180 contractors "inside the fence." 
3. Three (3) charts on challenges in relocating from NOTU to Kings Bay. 




